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Relations between politics and nuclear power in the countries of
osustainable development>> has been many times discussed during the short
history of nuclear energy, and regularly arising new events, even very
important (in Sweden, USA, etc.), just add to the formed understanding of
the problem. Russia for 10 years lives in conditions of a transition period,
which seems similar to ATWS-type accidents at nuclear power plants. In
these conditions the effect of politics on nuclear power and vice versa are
seen very clearly, and, more important, change swiftly, which may present
interest for the countries with smoother public processes.

In the commu'st time of the Soviet Union nuclear power has been a
decorum of the system's facade (first NPP, first atomic icebreaker, etc.).
Chernobyl and Perestroika have upturned the situation, not only freezing
development of the country's nuclear program, but making nuclear power
responsible for almost all the troubles of the former-USSR peoples.

About 10 years have already passed since the time of total denial of
nuclear power. Now there is a period, when, in conditions of ending
economic csis and doubtfiil political stability, the influence of present-
day political processes and their trends on the fate and development of
nuclear energy, as well as the use of nuclear power problems for political
purposes, change considerably.

The role of political processes in nuclear power is obvious and may be
reduced to three main factors:

• change of political system and transition to market economy have put
nuclear power, though still within state sector, absolutely new
economic conditions, which determine its today's situation as
<<Survivab>;

• new possibilities of political influence and opposition to nuclear power
(mainly struggle against construction of new nuclear fiiel cycle objects)
on a levels of authority (local, regional, federal);

• impact of the USSR collapse on the situation in Russian nuclear power
was due sooner to temporary weakening of control and regulatory
structures, than to the fact, that some fiiel cycle elements have found
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themselves abroad (the factor of uranium resources' loss is unimportant
at present).

More terest is presented by the dynamics of using nuclear power itself
for political purposes, where the switching of impact direction is most
important.

At the beginning of the 10-year period (late 801e - early 90ies) this
direction was definitely negative. Struggle against nuclear power has
served as a starting point for many Russian politicians. A bright example -
((young reformem, first Vice-Premier and Minister of Fuel and Energy in
the present Government - has begun his political career as a re91
governor after his promise to ban launching of already built nuclear power
plant. Anti-nuclear slogans have been successfully used ding creation
and establishment of major political movements Sajudis> ' Lithuaniia,
01zhas Suleinenov movement in Kazakhstan, ((Rukh>> in Ukraie, etc.).

Today everything has changed. Nuclear power is used in large Russian
policy with other direction of attitude. Important politicians may use
separate acute nuclear problems (nuclear materials' control, nuclear
submarines' utilization, etc.), but do net let temselves to criticize nuclear
power as a whole. Nuclear power arguments more and more often become
an nstrument of political questions' solution.

• Nuclear safety was chosen to be the subject of Moscow 1996 Summit,
initiated with the purpose of Russia coming closer to G7. The Summit
has confirmed the thesis on the possibility of nuclear power o play an
important role in the world energy demand in accordance with
sustainable development goals>>.

• Successfid activities of Russia-USA Commission for economic and
technological cooperation, known as ((Gore-Chernomyrdin>>
Commission, is to a large extent deternuned by positive nuclear
decisions.

• Eastern direction of Russian nuclear export (Iran, China, India) is used
to demonstrate independence and multi-polanity of Russian policy.

• Nuclear power is obviously used in today's reintegration processes n
the CIS (restart and support of the Amenian NPP, nuclear programs in
Byelorussia and Kazakhstan, agreements with Ukraine).

• Opponents to the governmental course have begun to use ((positive))
nuclear arguments for their purposes (HEU-LEU agreement is criticized
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as squandering>> of Russia's resources - uranium, which will be
necessary in the future).

More examples may be given, but it is clear, that the period of <deft-wing
infantile disorder>> in relations between Russian politicians and nuclear
power is over. Now we see the beginning of important <<direction switch>>
period on re ional level (Ural, Chernozem zone, etc.). It seems, that the
future of new Russian nuclear power program, developed according to the
President's order and considered at present by Russian Government, will
depend on the development of this process.
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